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Dear senior six enthusiast, if you are reading this you have probably received your new
engine management kit and ahead of you is its installation and setup.

1.Pinout check
It would be wise to cross check your wiring loom against our pinout even before placing
an order, but better late than never.

1. Ignition Coil
2. TPS in
3. TPS 5v.
5. SHIELD(GND)
8. RPM sensor-(shield)
13. Coolant Temp sensor
14. Inj 1,2,3
15. Inj 4,5,6
16. GND
17. GND
19. GND
20. Fuel Pump relay control
21. Tacho OUT
22. Air Temp sensor
23. SHIELD(GND)
24. Lambda/wideband input
25. GND
26. GND
27. RPM sensor+
29. A/C Input
31. Oxigen Sensor Heater Relay
33. Extend idle motor
34. Retract idle motor
35. +12v with ignition ON ( kl 15 )!
After confirming the above you can attach your ecu on the stock position above the
glove compartment. It is advised to connect the 35 pin ecu connector after completing all the
following steps in implementing your engine’s new sensors.
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2. RPM signal
Your new ECU will need to get a RPM signal from a 60-2 or 30-1 trigger wheel. Although
other alternatives exist, we find it most suitable to use a motronic 1.3 crankshaft pulley damper or
weld our 60-2 trigger wheel to your motronic 1 pulley damper.

2.1 Using the e28goodies toothed ring
The toothed ring that comes with our kit is made out of 5mm thick steel. Although every
one of our products go through our hands it is highly advised to do a double check for any
imperfections in the tooth shape or the inner circle, that would cause improper seating or
sensor contact. These if any can be easily filed down by hand.
The metal our tooth ring is made out of is covered with a thin layer of mill scale that
serves as a conservation against atmospheric corrosion. This mill scale will most likely be no
problem if you intend to use a MIG welder to secure it to your pulley damper. The mill scale
however may cause your welds to “boil” if you intend to use a TIG welder. This is why it is a
good idea to remove the mill scale by sanding the tooth ring surface that is to be welded. Take
into account that the tooth ring has a somewhat thin wall and care must be taken for it not to be
deformed or damaged in any machine or manual sanding.
Before installation your pulley damper must be thoroughly cleaned of any dirt, corrosion
and paint in the contact area and in the welding area.
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There is also a dowel used for the diagnostic connector that is no longer needed - it can
be easily pulled out with nail puller pliers.
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Our toothed ring inner diameter is slightly smaller than your pulley damper, this is why it
must be evenly heated in an oven or in a similar way before installation. We find it easiest if you
support the pulley damper in three points on its outer diameter with the belt side facing down.
With the tooth ring heated you can just throw it over, so it will rest over the same three
supporting points and its face will be nicely aligned with the face of the pulley damper. After it
cools down it will wrap around the damper and it will be ready for a set of securing welds.
It is important to note that the back side of the damper is made out of rubber, so care must be
taken to prevent any heat damage caused by the welding process. It is also advised that welds
must be placed only on its front side.
“Timing” the tooth ring - the engine management system has a ‘window’ of crank
degrees in which the missing teeth must be placed for it to work properly. If you are using the
e28goodies RPM sensor mount you will need to conform to the following installation position:
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After you have finished your pulley damper/trigger wheel should look something like this:
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2.2 Installing your RPM Sensor
Your new RPM sensor and mounting bracket install on the front of the timing chain cover and
require removal of the crankshaft pulley damper. If you have removed your pulley to install the
toothed ring, that would be the right moment to install the RPM sensor bracket, before putting
the modified pulley back on.

After that you may proceed with mounting the RPM sensor itself and routing its cable
between the cooling hoses and under the intake manifold, taking care not to have it pinched or
rubbing against any other engine parts due to vibrations.

You will need to find out which of the two identical connectors for the old rpm sensors
will work for your new ECU. The correct one will lead you to pins 8, 23 and 27 on the ECU
connector. After you have figured that out you can connect the RPM sensor in a plug and play
fashion.
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3. Throttle position signal
The new engine management system can benefit of having a precise throttle position
sensor /TPS/ instead of the old closed throttle/wide open throttle switches. This signal is
mostly used for acceleration enrichment and smoother transitions between your engine’s work
load.

We provide a TPS sensor with adapter that will fit your throttle body pretty straight
forward. The adapter’s slots allow for some level of adjustment if need be. Please note that the
adapter fits quite a lot models even outside the BMW models, so your throttle body or manifold
may not allow its full adjustment range, that is normal and will not be an issue.
After You have physically installed your new TPS your wiring loom will need a slight
modification. As with many TPS sensors it requires GND at pin 1, 5 volt at pin 3 and outputs
signal on pin 2. To adapt your harness you will need to swap the TPS connector pins 1 and 2 so
that the sensor will have GND on pin 1 and pin 2 will get signal to the new ECU. Pin 3 will need
no modification.
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To modify the wiring of the TPS you may use a pin extraction tool like the one pictured
below, or you can cut and solder the wires in their proper order/not a very suitable solution/ .
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If you have ordered our full kit it will include a spare 3 pin connector with pins if you have
trouble to just swap the 1 and 2 pins. With the spare connector you can cut the wires and crimp
the new pins. After that they can be inserted in the plug housing according to the following
pinout:
Pin 1 - Brown/Orange (Brown) /GND/
Pin 2 - Brown/Blue / Signal /
Pin 3 - Brown/Black /5v supply/
When the above is completed you can plug in the throttle position sensor connector.

4. Pressure connection to the integrated manifold pressure sensor
Your new engine management system’s primary method of detecting the current engine
load is to measure the intake manifold pressure. To do so it uses an internal MAP pressure
sensor. The pressure sensor has a connection inlet on the ECU housing. You will need to
connect it to your intake manifold with a flexible hose of internal diameter 2.5~3.2mm. The M30
intake manifold has several points to connect your pressure line underneath the middle section
of the plenum. If however they are all used you can easily add another one. It is highly
recommended to use hose with no junctions or any excessive length .
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5. Air temperature sensor connection
Adding an intake air temperature sensor - if you have opted for our full kit it will come
with a MAF delete pipe and sensor. To use the sensor with your wiring loom you will need to
fabricate an adapter with 5 pin male connector to 2 pin female JPT connector. At this point we
are unable to provide this adapter, but it will be available in the kit in future.
Another option is to strip parts of the wires going to your stock air temp sensor
(integrated in the MAF ) then solder two wires with length of about 30 cm. At the loose end of
the now soldered wires you can crimp the pins of the provided 2 pin JPT connector. The
pin/colour combination for the temperature sensor connector does not matter and it will work
correctly either way. The air temp sensor wires go to pin 1 and 4 on the MAF connector and are
Grey/Violet, Grey/Blue respectively.
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After the above is done you can now connect the air temp sensor to your loom.

6. Wideband air/fuel ratio sensor
With our system you can benefit of using a wideband oxygen sensor. Its controller’s
output wire must connect to the stock lambda sensor pin 24 on the ECU connector. Apart from
physically installing and connecting the sensor and controller its signal range must be
calibrated within the tuning software.
If you have completed all of the steps above you can now connect the ECU’s 35 pin connector.

7. Software and connection
This engine management system is built around the Megasquirt 2 extra basics and can
use its tuning software. Tunerstudio is currently free to download with most of its functionality
active - just follow the link : http://www.tunerstudio.com/index.php/downloads .
To connect the ECU with your laptop/tablet you will need a RS232 to USB adapter. A
proven and working one is provided with our kit. Initializing it will require no downloads or drivers Tunerstudio takes care of all that. For communication between the ECU and your PC to take place
ignition must be ON.

8. Vital settings and calibrations
All our ECU’s come with preloaded default maps and settings for the 218PS high
compression M30B34. Even though the system will most likely start up right away it is vital to
double check calibrations of the following:
Ignition timing - with every installation of a toothed ring small differences will exist that
affect your engine’s ignition timing. Wrong ignition timing can potentially damage your engine
mechanically even in naturally aspirated variants. This is why with every engine management
system initialisation the ECU specified ignition timing versus the actual ignition timing must be
compared and confirmed with the aid of a strobe light. Any deviations can easily be compensated
and adjusted within Tunerstudio.
TPS operating range - the ECU must know the minimum and maximum range of your
throttle position signal. It will most likely be different for every installation, thus it needs to be
calibrated on first startup.
Air temperature - the provided bosch air temperature sensor closely matches the default
ECU settings and will need little to no adjustment.
Wideband air/fuel sensor - the operating voltage range table of your wideband sensor kit
should be entered in the tuning software, so its signal can be used.
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Other settings - the tuning software has extensive features that can help you achieve the
optimal performance out of your engine’s hardware, or get the best results regarding response
and smooth operation. These are widely discussed on the web and alternatively you can reach
out to any local engine tuner for assistance.
After we have hopefully given you the base for your personally tuned machine, you can go
ahead with making a fast N/A or supercharging/turbocharging with ease. The possibilities are
vast and it is up to you to make your project meet your needs and ambitions.

9. Additional pins
To complement the main benefits of using our ECU we’ve added the following features on
their corresponding pins:
Pin 4 – IAC1 programmable output / controls via Ground/ up to 1 ampere, can be used for
controlling fans, boost control and many other;
Pin 7 – Table switch – activated with positive (+) /software configuration needed/
Pin 9 – JS5 - additional analogue input – second oxygen sensor, etc. /input no greater than 5 volt/;
Pin 12 – Coil B – when used in a wasted spark setup for positive signal needs to be configured
GOING LOW and vice versa (the output is inverted). This output can supply almost all available
ignition amplifiers or coils with integrated amplifiers /for coil on plug setups/;
Pin 28 – Coil C – same as Coil B;
Pin 30 – Coil A – same as Coil C and Coil B; When this output is used with the ECU’s built in
ignition amplifier, the output configuration should be HIGH;
Pin 32 – IAC 2 – programmable output – same as IAC 1;

Please note that failure to adhere to configuration instructions for ignition may and will
result in damage to the ECU and/or any connected ignition coils/drivers.
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10. Ignition options
As previously mentioned the ECU has the ability to control the following:


One ignition channel for a single coil and distributor with high tension leads – this
is the stock M30 setup

Popular choice for a single coil setup would be your stock M30 coil out of a
e34/e32 (left) or e28 (right)
The configuration for it should be as follows:
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Three ignition channels for use in a wasted spark manner - in that variation each
channel controls ignition for two cylinders:
o Coil A – 1 and 6 /Pin 30 on your ECU/;
o Coil B – 2 and 5 /Pin 12 on your ECU/;
o Coil C – 3 and 4 /Pin 28 on your ECU/.

This way you can use six single output coils, three dual output coils or a single coil which
incorporates three dual output coils. Any of the combinations will need to have either
integrated amplifiers or an external amplifier. The output pins of Coil B and Coil C on your
ECU connector/wiring side/ will be vacant, so you will need to place female pins and
fabricate a small wiring branch to your ignition components.

See examples below:

Six ignition coils with integrated amplification – a
wiring branch will be needed and a switched 12v
power supply;

Sixpack coil with integrated amplification – note the 5
pin connector, an additional branch in your wiring
harness will be needed and a switched 12v power
supply.
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Sixpack coil without internal amplification – an
external amplifier and a wiring branch will be
needed to run it.

The configuration for a wasted spark setup should be as shown:
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Thank you for going through our short guide into using the e28goodies engine
management system. As with all of our products we constantly try to improve and refine what we
provide. That is why if you see something missing or think anything can be improved, we will
greatly appreciate your feedback or take the time to answer any question that may arise.
With kind regards,
the e28goodies team.
https://e28goodies.com

14.12.2020
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